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Initial Consultation Report  
Tara A. Fantauzzi, Professional Genealogist 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

The purpose of this report is to summarize the data and goals for your project. Please 
review the information in this report carefully and report if any additional information 
is known at project start or if any of the information should be changed or corrected. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Subjects of Focus:   
 
(1) Identity and Direct Ancestors of Joseph Charles Koch  
(2) Identity and Direct Ancestors of William Schaefer  
(3) Identity and Direct Ancestors of Hanna Frederike Caroline Lochmoeller 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
(1) Identity and Direct Ancestors of Joseph Charles Koch  
 
Client has a desire to learn more about the identity and direct ancestors of Joseph 
Charles Koch with an emphasis to establish and prove the specific place of origin in 
present-day Germany of the Koch family. A 1900 Federal population census record was 
submitted on the Ancestry member account of client and it revealed Joseph C. Koch and 
two of his older siblings Eugene C. Koch and Theresa J. Koch were born in Germany. The 
Koch children born in Germany and their parents were described to have migrated to 
the U.S. circa 1891. By 1900 Charles J. Koch reported that he had filed his first papers to 
become a citizen of the U.S., but had not yet become a U.S. citizen, which means that in 
1900 Charles J. Koch, his wife and minor children were non-citizens at that time.  
 
Three years after the 1900 census was taken Charles J. Koch died during 1903, which 
means it may be possible he did not complete the neuralization process before his early 
death or he may have become a citizen just before his passing. A 1930 Federal 
population census submitted reported that Joseph C. Koch became a citizen of the U.S. 
by 1930. If Charles J. Koch did not finish the naturalization process before his death it is 
likely his foreign-born children and possibly his wife filed later in time. The specific place 
of origin has not been established yet for the Koch family, but it was likely recorded on 
naturalization paperwork or migration records related to the Koch family.  
 
The 1903 death record for Charles (Karl) Eugene Koch did not report the identities of his 
parents, but it did indicate that he and his parents were said to have origins from a place 
that belonged to the German Empire by 1900-1903. Client believes it is possible the Koch 
family had origins from a town in the Alsace-Lorraine region of France/Germany, but no 
specific place is known yet and this must be determined before European records are 
identified for survey. It is important to note Elizabeth the wife of Charles remarried Fred 
Linder during 1904, and from a 1900 census record submitted on him by client, Fred 
Linder was a naturalized citizen of the U.S. by 1900. Since Fred Linder was a naturalized 
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citizen at the time of his marriage in 1904 Elizabeth would have attained citizenship 
through her marriage to him. It may be possible the minor children of Elizabeth also 
attained citizenship at the time their mother married. A 1910 census submitted on the 
Linder family did not indicate the naturalization status of the Koch stepchildren. If the 
minor Koch children did become citizens through the marriage of their mother to a U.S. 
citizen that means no naturalization paperwork will exist today, 
 
(2) Identity and Direct Ancestors of William Schaefer  
 
Client has a desire to learn more about the identity and direct ancestors of William 
Schaefer with an emphasis to determine the specific place of origin in Germany for the 
parents of William Schaefer known as John Schaefer and Elisabeth Drewes. A 1900 
Federal population census submitted on the household of an adult William Schaefer 
reported he was born during December 1850 in St. Louis, Missouri and married Hanne 
Frederike Caroline Lochmoeller during 1875. It was said that William Schaefer died on 
the 26th of December 1899 in St. Louis, but a copy of his original death record has not 
been obtained yet. No copies of original records were submitted yet on their identities 
of John Schaefer and Elisabeth Drewes. 
 
(3) Identity and Direct Ancestors of Hanna Frederike Caroline Lochmoeller 
 
Client has a desire to learn more about the identity and direct ancestors of Hanna F.C. 
Lochmoeller. On Ancestry account it was reported that she may have been born in 
Jöllenbeck, Bielefeld, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Deutschland on the 18th of July 1851. On 
Ancestry member account a Germanic baptismal index entry was submitted as proof of 
her date of birth and the identities of her parents. A copy of the original Protesant 
baptismal record has not been obtained yet. The identity of her parents on the 
baptismal index entry were described to have been Casper Lochmueller and Hanne 
Wilhelmine Höner zu Eisen. A copy of an original death record for Hanne submitted on 
Ancestry member account indicated her father was named Casper Lochmueller. It was 
postulated that Casper Lochmueller was also born in Jöllenbeck and that his wife Hanne 
W. was born in Schildesche, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Deutschland. From the data 
submitted by client it does seem likely that the specific place of origin for Hanna has 
been sufficiently established. 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Summary of Research Recommendations: 
 
(1) Identity and Direct Ancestors of Joseph Charles Koch  
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to forty-five minutes of research time completing 
a digital collections survey on the identity and direct ancestors of Joseph Charles Koch 
with an emphasis to establish and prove the specific place of origin for the Koch family.  
 

Digital Collections Survey is a term we use to describe a research survey that 
exhausts all available collections of documents that are published online 
including but not limited to Ancestry.com and other premium information service 
databases. Copies of original documentation may include census, vital, military, 
probate, land and church records; secondary documentation may include copies 
of record transcriptions, record index entries and published genealogies. 

 
 
(2) Identity and Direct Ancestors of William Schaefer  
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to forty-five minutes of research time completing 
a digital collections survey on the identity and direct ancestors of William Schaefer with 
an emphasis to learn more about the identities of his parents believed to have been 
John Schaefer and Elisabeth Dawes as well as establish and prove their specific place of 
origin.  
 
 
(3) Identity and Direct Ancestors of Hanna Frederike Caroline Lochmoeller 
 
Genealogist recommends applying up to a half hour of research time completing a 
digital collections survey on the identity and direct ancestors of   Hanna Frederike 
Caroline Lochmoeller beginning with her parents. In preparation of this report 
genealogist was not able to find a remotely accessible collection of Protestant parish 
records from Jöllenbeck; genealogist found limited Protestant church records available 
for survey from Familysearch from Schildesche that date from the years 1714-1886.  
 
It will be important to continue to complete a digital collection survey to identify as 
many record index entries as possible to learn more about the identities of the direct 
ancestors of Hanna F.C. Lochmoeller going back in time.  
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Itemized List of Research Recommendations: 
 
1. Digital Collections Survey, Up to .75 hour research time 

• Research survey on the identity of and direct ancestors of Joseph Charles Koch 
that will search all available collections of documents that are published online 
including but not limited to Ancestry.com premium databases. Copies of original 
documentation may include census, vital, military, probate, land and church 
records; secondary documentation may include copies of record transcriptions, 
record index entries and published genealogies. 

 

2. Digital Collections Survey, Up to .75 hour research time 
• Research survey on the identity and direct ancestors of William Shaefer that will 

search all available collections of documents that are published online including 
but not limited to Ancestry.com premium databases. Copies of original 
documentation may include census, vital, military, probate, land and church 
records; secondary documentation may include copies of record transcriptions, 
record index entries and published genealogies. 

 

3. Digital Collections Survey, Up to .5 hours research time 
• Research survey on the identity and direct ancestors of Hanna Frederike Caroline 

Lochmoeller that will search all available collections of documents that are 
published online including but not limited to Ancestry.com premium databases. 
Copies of original documentation may include census, vital, military, probate, 
land and church records; secondary documentation may include copies of 
record transcriptions, record index entries and published genealogies. 
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